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Joint Channel Estimation and Decoding for
Trellis-Coded MIMO Two-Way Relay Networks
Frederic Lehmann

Abstract—We present a method for joint decode-and-forward
physical layer network coding in two-way relay networks. The
two source nodes send their packets simultaneously over timevarying channels to a relay node, then the relay broadcasts
the received superimposed packets to the source nodes using
network coding. The nodes use trellis coding for the sake of error
correction and multi-antenna equipments to combat multipath
fading. A challenging multiple access problem occurs at the relay
node, which performs joint channel estimation and decoding
for the individual source packets. We design message passing
algorithms based on factor-graphs to solve this problem. The
relay has two separate modules that perform channel estimation
and decoding for the packets received from each source node.
The interference generated by the other source node is taken
into account by exchanging messages between the two modules.
Index Terms—Two-way relay network, physical layer network
coding, time-varying MIMO channel, trellis coding, joint channel
estimation and decoding, message passing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE use of network coding in wireless networks has
attracted considerable interest during the last decade [1].
The number of timeslots required for packet exchange is reduced by exploiting the broadcast nature of wireless channels.
The basic idea is that the achievable throughput in a network
can be increased, if intermediate nodes are allowed to perform
operations on the incoming data, such as linear combination
and coding. Compared with conventional routing protocols,
the transmission rate, delay and reliability is improved.
We consider the two-way relay channel [2] with half-duplex
constraint (i.e. a node cannot transmit and receive at the same
time). Two source nodes nodes n1 and n2 exchange their
packets through a relay node r. In multiple access broadcast
protocols, during the first phase (or multiple access phase) n1
and n2 send their packets simultaneously to r and during the
second phase (or broadcast phase) node r sends a function
of the received packets to n1 and n2 . Such protocols are
particularly efficient, since they require only two time slots to
convey the packets, instead of four for the routing protocol. We
will focus on the recently proposed Physical-layer Network
Coding (PNC) scheme [3]-[8], where the relay r directly
processes the superposed baseband signals received from n1
and n2 . The superposition of the signals at the relay node is
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due to the wireless channel additivity.
Several modes of operation have emerged for the relay
node. In the amplify-and-forward PNC scheme [7], also known
as analog network coding (ANC), the relay amplifies and
broadcasts the received signal. The relay processing is simple
to implement and only coarse synchronization at the packet
level is needed. However, the relay also amplifies the noise and
the cascaded source-relay-source channels must be known to
n1 and n2 during the broadcast phase, which leads to nontrivial estimation problems. The relay node in the denoiseand-forward PNC scheme [3]-[6] decodes the received signal
to a suitable function of the packets sent by n1 and n2 ,
without recovering the packets sent by n1 and n2 individually. This method avoids the noise amplification of ANC,
provided that synchronization among the source nodes can
be achieved. However, these methods are sensitive to the
channel conditions [9]. In the joint decode-and-forward PNC
scheme [8], the relay decodes both packets from n1 and n2
and then re-encodes their modulo-2 sum for broadcasting. This
method removes the adverse effect of fading and noise in the
source-relay channels, provided that synchronization among
the source nodes can be achieved. However, these advantages
come at the cost of higher computational complexity at the
relay node, which must jointly estimate the source-relay
channels and jointly decode the superposed packets.
Several issues regarding the practical design of PNCbased communications still need to be addressed. Firstly, the
aforementioned PNC schemes have been evaluated under the
simplifying assumptions of quasi-static channels and of perfect
channel knowledge at the source and/or relay nodes. However,
in practical applications, the channels are unknown to the
receivers and must be estimated. Moreover, mobile source
and/or relay nodes are subject to time-selective fading channels [10]. Recent efforts have extended maximum-likelihood
and least-square channel estimation from traditional pointto-point to two-way relay networks. Training-based channel
estimation techniques suitable for PNC have appeared in [11][12] for static channels, in [13] for time-varying channels
and in [14] for frequency-selective channels in OFDM-based
transmissions. Secondly, channel coding must be considered
in order to protect the transmitted packets against errors due
to fading and packet superposition. We will consider trellis
codes, which have desirable properties for practical wireless
networks, such as low encoding/decoding complexity at each
node and low end-to-end decoding latency. This is particularly important if power consumption at the relay node is a
concern. Coding techniques suitable for pseudo amplify-andforward, denoise-and-forward and joint decode-and-forward
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PNC exist [15]-[16], but all of them assume perfect channel
knowledge. Thirdly, it has been recognized that multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) transmissions increase the channel
capacity and provide spatial diversity, resulting in robustness
against multipath fading and noise [17]. In point-to-point
communications, trellis codes for MIMO systems exist in two
forms. A space-time trellis code (STTC) [18]-[19] generates a
complex symbol for each transmit antenna, by choosing a trellis code which maximizes the diversity and/or the coding gain.
MIMO bit interleaved coded modulation (MIMO-BICM) [20]
uses a binary convolutional code with maximal free distance,
where the coded bits are interleaved and demultiplexed over
the transmit antennas. In the recent literature, the use of
MIMO technology for two-way relay networks has also been
advocated [9],[12].
In this paper, we consider a PNC scheme with multiantenna equipments, where n1 uses MIMO-BICM and n2
either MIMO-BICM or a STTC. A joint decode-and-forward
strategy is used at the relay node r to recover the individual
packets sent by n1 and n2 during the multiple access phase.
During the broadcast phase, the relay combines the received
packets through Galois field [1], complex field [21] or soft [22]
network coding. Packet decoding at node n1 and n2 is out
of the scope of the present paper, since the broadcast phase
is analog to a traditional point-to-point transmission problem
between the relay and the source nodes. We will therefore
focus on joint channel estimation and decoding at the relay
node. We consider time-varying source-relay MIMO channels,
modeled as auto-regressive (AR) processes. Using a factor
graph approach [23]-[24], we design soft-output message
passing algorithms performing joint MIMO channel estimation
and decoding of the packets sent by the source nodes during
the multiple access phase. The proposed algorithm performs
iteratively joint channel estimation and decoding for the packet
sent by n1 and the packet sent by n2 , by taking into account
the interference from the other node.
The main technical contributions of this paper are
• A state-space model of superimposed signals suitable for
trellis coded PNC on a time-varying MIMO two-way
relay channel.
• A joint channel estimation and decoding method for the
superimposed signals, based on belief propagation in a
factor graph representation of the proposed state-space
model.
• Exact belief propagation involves messages in the form
of Gaussian mixtures, which leads to an exponential
complexity increase as a function of the time index
and iterations. As a remedy, a Gaussian approximation
is introduced to collapse Gaussian mixture messages to
a single Gaussian. This makes belief propagation not
only tractable, by preserving a constant complexity per
time recursion and per iteration, but also preserves nearoptimal performances for trellis coding with sufficient
time interleaving.
Throughout the paper, bold letters indicate vectors and
matrices, while Im denotes the m × m identity matrix and
0m the m × m all-zero matrix. NC (x : m, P) denotes a
complex Gaussian distribution of the variable x, with mean
m and covariance matrix P. The operator det(.) will denote
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Fig. 1. Data format at the source nodes: pilot symbols (P), zero values (0)
and coded data symbols (data) are assigned to the K time slots.
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Fig. 2. Multiple access phase of a PNC-based two-way relay system: source
node n1 and n2 use BICM.

the determinant of a matrix. Let cj ∈ Cm , for j = 1, . . . , n
denote the columns of C ∈ Cm×n , so that C = [c1 , . . . , cn ].
Then vec(C) denotes the mn-dimensional vector formed
by stacking the columns of C on top of one another, i.e.
vec(C) = [cT1 , . . . , cTn ]T . The symbol ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.
This paper is organized as follows. First, Section II describes the system model adopted for the multiple access phase
of PNC on a time-varying MIMO channel. In Section III
and IV, we introduce message passing algorithms for joint
decode-and-forward at the relay node. Finally, in Section V,
the performances of the proposed algorithms are assessed
through numerical simulations and compared with existing
methods.
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Fig. 3. Multiple access phase of a PNC-based two-way relay system: source
node n1 uses BICM while n2 uses a STTC.

II. S YSTEM M ODEL
A. Communication System
We consider the multiple access phase of a PNC-based
two-way relay system, with two source nodes n1 and n2
having n transmit antennas and a relay node r having m
receive antennas. The sequence of uniformly, independently
and identically distributed (u.i.i.d.) information bits sent by
n1 (resp. n2 ) is denoted by b1 = [b11 , b12 , . . . , b1B ]T (resp.
b2 = [b21 , b22 , . . . , b2B ]T ). Source node n1 (resp. n2 ) encodes
its information bits and delivers at instant k = 1, . . . , K the
1,2
1,n T
complex modulated vector d1k = [d1,1
k , dk , . . . , dk ] (resp.
2,1 2,2
2,n T
2
dk = [dk , dk , . . . , dk ] ) sent over the n transmit anten2
nas. The symbol energy is normalized to 1, i.e. E[|di,j
k | ] = 1,
∀i, j, k and the symbol duration is denoted by T . The sequence
of modulated vectors delivered by n1 (resp. n2 ) is denoted
2
2 K
by d1 = {d1k }K
k=1 (resp. d = {dk }k=1 ). The data format
at the source nodes is depicted in Fig. 1. Pilot symbols are
periodically inserted for the purpose of channel estimation at
the relay node. In order to avoid pilot interference at the relay
node [14], when a node assigns a pilot symbol to a given time
slot, the other node assigns a zero value to that time slot.
Without loss of generality, we consider the two scenarios
depicted in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Fig. 2 corresponds to the
homogeneous scenario, where both source nodes encode their
information bits using BICM. Source node n1 (resp. n2 )
encodes its information bits with the convolutional code [26]
CC1 (resp. CC2), followed by a bit interleaving function π1
(resp. π2 ) and symbol mapping. The encoding function at n1
(resp. n2 ), which maps any sequence of information bits b1
(resp. b2 ) to the corresponding valid sequence of modulated
vectors d1 (resp. d2 ) is called m1 (.) (resp. m2 (.)). Fig. 3
corresponds to the heterogeneous scenario, where the source
node n1 (resp. n2 ) encodes its information bits using BICM
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(resp. a STTC). Therefore n1 generates d1 = m1 (b1 ) using
the same encoding function as in Fig. 2. The STTC used by
n2 is characterized by the encoder state at instant k, s2k , which
forms a finite-state Markov process [18]-[19], i.e. s2k depends
only on s2k−1 and on the new information bit b2k . Moreover,
we define the states such that s2k determines completely the
value of the complex modulated vector d2k at instant k.
Remark 2.1: The case where n1 uses a STTC and n2 uses
BICM will not be considered, since it is identical to the
configuration of Fig. 3 by exchanging the role of n1 and
n2 . The case where both n1 and n2 use a STTC leads to
a factor graph representation with many short cycles, so that
the message passing detectors introduced latter, which handle
the decoding of the packets coming from n1 and n2 separately,
suffers from an error floor. Thus, this configuration cannot be
treated using our algorithm, but needs to be handled using
the computationally expensive joint trellis approach of [16],
extended to the MIMO case.
Let yk = [yk1 , yk2 , . . . , ykm ]T be the complex baseband
observations received at the m antennas of the relay node
r, during the multiple access phase at instant k. Due to the
packet superposition on the source-relay MIMO channels and
assuming perfect symbol synchronization at the relay node,
yk has the form


yk = Es1 X1k d1k + Es2 X2k d2k + nk ,
(1)
where Es1 (resp. Es2 ) is the average energy per transmit antenna
for source node n1 (resp. n2 ). The relative proximity between
the source nodes and the relay is measured by the relative
path-loss gain defined as
 1
Es
G = 10 log10
,
(2)
Es2
which means that for G ≥ 0, n1 is closer to r than n2 .
X1k (resp. X2k ) is the m × n matrix of time-varying complex
path gains for the MIMO channel between n1 (resp. n2 ) and
T
r. nk = [n1k , n2k , . . . , nm
k ] is a vector of independent zeromean additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) samples, with
covariance matrix equal to R = N0 Im . Defining the mndimensional stacked vectors of channel gains

T
x1k = vec(X1k )
T

x2k = vec(X2k ),
Eq. (1) can be rewritten as
yk = H1k (d1k )x1k + H2k (d2k )x2k + nk ,
where the m × nm observation matrices are given by


T
H1k (d1k ) = Es1 Im ⊗ d1k

T
H2k (d2k ) = Es2 Im ⊗ d2k .

(3)

(4)

B. MIMO Channel Model
1
2
T (resp. fm
T ) be the normalized fading rate of
Let fm
the MIMO channel between n1 (resp. n2 ) and r. Define
i
the corresponding coefficients ζ i = 2 − cos(2πfm
T) −

i T ))2 − 1, for i ∈ {1, 2}. We consider the
(2 − cos(2πfm
approximate model for a mobile Rayleigh fading channel
using an autoregressive model of order one (AR(1)) introduced
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employ BICM. We obtain the following factorization


2
2
2 K
K
p b1 , d1 , {x1k }K
k=0 , b , d , {xk }k=0 |{yk }k=1


1
1 K
2
2 K
∝ p {yk }K
k=1 |d , {xk }k=0 , d , {xk }k=0
2 K
× p({x1k }K
k=0 )p({xk }k=0 )

× p(d1 |b1 )p(d2 |b2 )p(b1 )p(b2 )
in [27] (pp. 74-75). A state-space representation of the MIMO
channel gains is obtained as


K



p yk |d1k , x1k , d2k , x2k
k=1

x1k = F1 x1k−1 + u1k
x2k = F2 x2k−1 + u2k ,

(5)

where the state transition matrices are given by


× p(x10 )
× p(x20 )

K

k=1
K


(6)

p(x1k |x1k−1 ) × I(d1 = m1 (b1 ))
p(x2k |x2k−1 ) × I(d2 = m2 (b2 )),

k=1
1

1

F = ζ Inm
F2 = ζ 2 Inm ,

and the process noise vector u1k (resp. u2k ) is zero-mean
complex Gaussian distributed with covariance matrix equal to
Q1 = [1 − (ζ 1 )2 ]Inm (resp. Q2 = [1 − (ζ 2 )2 ]Inm ). Assuming
that n1 and n2 are sufficiently far apart, the corresponding
random channel gain vectors x1k and x2k are independent.
Moreover, assuming that


∝

p(x10 ) = NC (x10 : 0mn , Imn )

p(x20 ) = NC (x20 : 0mn , Imn ),

then at any time instant k, all the channel gains are zeromean Gaussian distributed random variables, normalized to
unit variance.

C. Factor Graph Representation
We first apply the factor graph framework of [24] to the
homogeneous scenario of Fig. 2, where both source nodes

1

where I(d = m1 (b1 )) (resp. I(d2 = m2 (b2 ))) is the
code indicator function, equal to one if d1 (resp. d2 ) is the
valid complex modulated coded sequence corresponding to
b1 (resp. b2 ) and equal to zero otherwise. To obtain the last
expression in (6), we have used the first order Markov assumption for the channel gains in (5), the fact that the AWGN in
(3) is memoryless, and that that the information bits are u.i.i.d.
The factor graph corresponding to the above factorization is
depicted in Fig. 4. Variable nodes are represented as circles
and the local functions appearing in the factorization, denoted
by
⎧ 1
1 1
⎪
⎨ fk = p(xk |xk−1 )
fk2 = p(x2k |x2k−1 )
(7)
⎪


⎩
1
1
2
2
gk = p yk |dk , xk , dk , xk .
are represented as squares. The portion of the graph in
thick (resp. thin) line corresponds to the channel estimation
task (resp. demodulation and decoding tasks) at the relay
node. Also the graph is symmetric, so that the upper (resp.
lower) half of the graph corresponds to channel estimation,
demodulation and decoding of the packet sent by n1 (resp.
n2 ). This was expected, since both source nodes use the same
type of coding and modulation over the same kind of MIMO
channel.
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Now, applying the factor graph framework to the heterogeneous scenario of Fig. 3, where n1 employs BICM while n2
employs a STTC, we obtain the following factorization


2
2 K
2 K
K
p b1 , d1 , {x1k }K
k=0 , b , {sk }k=0 , {xk }k=0 |{yk }k=1


1
1 K
2 K
2 K
∝ p {yk }K
k=1 |d , {xk }k=0 , {sk }k=0 , {xk }k=0
2 K
1 1
2 K
2
× p({x1k }K
k=0 )p({xk }k=0 )p(d |b )p({sk }k=0 |b )

× p(b1 )p(b2 )
∝

K



p yk |d1k , x1k , s2k , x2k

(8)

k=1

× p(x10 )
× p(x20 )

K

k=1
K

k=1

p(x1k |x1k−1 ) × I(d1 = m1 (b1 ))
p(x2k |x2k−1 ) × p(s20 )

K


p(s2k |s2k−1 ),

k=1

To obtain the last expression in (8), we have used the fact that
the STTC states form a first order Markov process and that the
value of the STTC state s2k determines completely the value
of the complex modulated vector d2k at instant k. The factor
graph corresponding to the above factorization is depicted in
Fig. 5. The local functions appearing in the factorization are
defined as follows
⎧ 1
1 1
⎪
⎨ fk = p(xk |xk−1 )
(9)
h2k = p(x2k |x2k−1 )p(s2k |s2k−1 )
⎪


⎩
1
1 2
2
gk = p yk |dk , xk , sk , xk .
The portion of the graph in thick line corresponds to the
channel estimation task for the packet sent by n1 and to
joint channel estimation and decoding for the packet sent by
n2 , at the relay node. The portion of the graph in thin line
corresponds to the demodulation and decoding tasks for the
packet sent by n1 . As expected, this graph is not symmetric,
since the source nodes do not use the same type of coding
and modulation.
Remark 2.2: The expression of the local function node h2k
indicates that another factor graph representation could have
been obtained by separating the channel estimation from the
STTC decoding task for the packet sent by n2 . However,
this decomposition would lead to a subgraph containing many
short cycles, instead of the proposed tree-like subgraph for
joint channel estimation and decoding. It is well-known that
the performance of message passing degrades in the presence
of too many short cycles [23].
III. M ESSAGE PASSING A LGORITHM FOR J OINT
D ECODE - AND -F ORWARD IN THE H OMOGENEOUS
S CENARIO
In this section, we derive a Bayesian inference algorithm
to obtain a joint decode-and-forward scheme at the relay
node in the homogeneous scenario of Fig. 2. We apply the
sum-product algorithm (SPA) [23], which implements belief
propagation [28], to the factor graph of Fig. 4. This graph
has cycles, therefore belief propagation will not implement
exact Bayesian inference [28]. However, excellent SPA performances have been reported also on graphs with cycles,
provided that the graph is sufficiently sparse. This property has
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been used successfully in the past, notably for decoding turbo,
low-density parity-check (LDPC) and repeat-accumulate codes
(RA) [23].
As we shall see, exact belief propagation involves messages
in the form of Gaussian mixtures. Thus, an exponential complexity increase as a function of the time index and iterations
results. However, in practice we need a detection algorithm
with a constant complexity per time recursion and per iteration. To achieve this goal, we first introduce a Gaussian approximation for Gaussian mixture messages in Section III-A.
We then develop a belief propagation algorithm based on this
approximation in the subsequent sections. Our simulations will
show that the resulting iterative detection algorithm achieves
an excellent performance/complexity tradeoff.
Let μu→v (.) be the message sent by node u to node v in
the factor graph. Due to the symmetry in the factor graph,
we only derive the messages corresponding to the upper half
of the graph. The message schedule proceeds as follows.
Without loss of generality, assuming that Es1 ≥ Es2 , first the
upper half of the graph is treated, i.e. the packet from the
source node with the strongest received signal. First, channel
estimation is performed (see Section III-B), followed by the
demodulation step (see Section III-C) and channel decoding
(see Section III-D). Then, the same steps are peformed for
the lower half of the graph. This procedure is iterated a
number of times, until convergence is reached. For the sake
of completeness, the message initialization is detailed in
Section III-E.
A. Gaussian Approximation using the Moment-Matching
Method
Assume that a message sent by node u to node v in the
factor graph is a Gaussian mixture of the form
μu→v (.) ∝

ωi NC (., ai , Σi ),

(10)

i


with
i ωi = 1. This message can be approximated by a
single Gaussian with the same expectation and covariance as
the original message, namely
μu→v (.) ∝ NC (., â, Σ̂),

(11)

where
ωi ai

â =
i



ωi Σi + (ai − â)(ai − â)H .

Σ̂ =
i

The demonstration is readily available from [29] (p. 107).
B. Channel Estimation
Assume that μx2k →gk (x2k ) has the form
μx2k →gk (x2k ) ∝ NC (x2k : x̂2k\k , P2k\k ).

(12)

Let us first apply the sum-product rule at the function node
gk . We obtain
μgk →x1k (x1k ) ∝

d1k



×

d2k

μd1k →gk (d1k )μd2k →gk (d2k )



p yk |d1k , x1k , d2k , x2k μx2k →gk (x2k )dx2k .
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According to (3) and (12), this expression becomes

backward) pass of the SPA computes Gaussian messages of
the form
μfk1 →x1k (x1k ) ∝NC (x1k : x̂1k|k−1 , P1k|k−1 )
(15)
1
1
1
1
1
μfk+1
→x1k (xk ) ∝NC (xk : x̂k|k+1:K , Pk|k+1:K ),

μgk →x1k (x1k )
∝
d1k



×

d2k

μd1k →gk (d1k )μd2k →gk (d2k )



NC yk : H1k (d1k )x1k + H2k (d2k )x2k , R

× NC (x2k : x̂2k\k , P2k\k )dx2k
∝
d1k

d2k



(13)

μd1k →gk (d1k )μd2k →gk (d2k )

× NC yk :

H1k (d1k )x1k

+

μx1k →gk (x1k ) ∝NC (x1k : x̂1k|k−1 , P1k|k−1 )

H2k (d2k )x̂2k\k ,

× NC (x1k : x̂1k|k+1:K , P1k|k+1:K ).


H2k (d2k )P2k\k H2k (d2k )H + R .

where the closed form expression of the integral in the last
expression has been demonstrated in [29] (p. 38). In order
to obtain a tractable expression, we collapse the obtained
Gaussian mixture to a single Gaussian using the momentmatching method of Section III-A. According to Appendix B,
we obtain


(14)
μgk →x1k (x1k ) ∝ NC yk : Ĥ1k x1k + b2k , S2k ,
⎧
⎪
Ĥ1k =
μd1k →gk (d1k )H1k (d1k )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
d1k
⎪
⎨
Ĥ2k =
μd2k →gk (d2k )H2k (d2k )
⎪
⎪
2
⎪
dk
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ 2
bk = Ĥ2k x̂2k\k .

where

and


H

μd1k →gk (d1k ) H1k (d1k ) − Ĥ1k H1k (d1k ) − Ĥ1k

S2k =
d1k

whose mean and covariance time update rule is given by the
two-filter Kalman smoother [30].
Let us finally compute the message returned by the channel
estimation subgraph to the function node gk . The sum-product
rule, applied to variable node x1k , yields

Using the expression for a product of Gaussian densities in
Appendix A, we obtain the following simplification
μx1k →gk (x1k ) ∝ NC (x1k : x̂1k\k , P1k\k ),

(16)

where
⎧

−1
⎪
⎨ P1k\k = P1k|k+1:K P1k|k−1 + P1k|k+1:K
P1k|k−1


⎪
⎩ x̂1k\k = P1k\k P1k|k−1 −1 x̂1k|k−1 + P1k|k+1:K −1 x̂1k|k+1:K .
We have just shown that under a Gaussian approximation on
μgk →x1k (.), if μx2k →gk (.) is Gaussian for all k, then all the
messages exchanged in the channel estimation subgraph in
the upper half of Fig. 4 are Gaussian. Note that the channel
estimation subgraph in the upper and lower halves of Fig. 4
are identical. It follows that all the messages exchanged in the
channel estimation subgraph in the lower half of Fig. 4 are also
Gaussian. Therefore, by induction, if μx2k →gk (.) is Gaussian
for all k at the initial iteration, then all the messages exchanged
in the channel estimation subgraphs will be Gaussian for all
subsequent iterations as well.



+
d2k



μd2k →gk (d2k ) H2k (d2k )P2k\k H2k (d2k )H +




H2k (d2k ) − Ĥ2k x̂2k\k x̂2k\k H H2k (d2k ) − Ĥ2k

H



C. Demodulation
The demodulation consists of performing soft symbol vector
detection, by calculating μgk →d1k (d1k ). Applying the sumproduct rule at the function node gk ,
μgk →d1 (d1k ) =
k

+ R.
Remark 3.1: The n1 to relay channel estimation needs
an approximation of the likelihood p(yk |x1k ), by averaging
out the variables d1k , d2k and x2k . We obtain the Gaussian
distribution (14) with mean Ĥ1k x1k + b2k , where Ĥ1k is the
observation matrix averaged over the modulated vectors d1k
and b2k is a bias which accounts for the superimposed n2
to relay transmission. The covariance matrix S2k accounts
for the presence of AWGN, residual interference from the
superimposed n2 to relay transmission and channel estimation
uncertainty.
Now, the n1 channel estimation subgraph in Fig. 4 is a
tree, therefore if it were disconnected from the rest of the
factor graph, the SPA would achieve exact Bayesian inference
on this subgraph. Moreover, according to the expression of
the function node fk1 in (9) and of the message μgk →x1k (x1k )
in (14), the channel estimation subgraph corresponds to a
linear Gaussian system. As shown in [23], the forward (resp.

d2
k

μd2 →gk (d2k )
k

 

×



p yk |d1k , x1k , d2k , x2k
× μx1 →gk (x1k )μx2 →gk (x2k )dx1k dx2k
k

=
d2
k

k

μd2 →gk (d2k )
k


× NC yk : H1k (d1k )x̂1k\k + H2k (d2k )x̂2k\k ,


H1k (d1k )P1k\k H1k (d1k )H + H2k (d2k )P2k\k H2k (d2k )H + R .
(17)

The demonstration is postponed to Appendix C. The message
from d1k to the bit interleaver π1 , corresponds to the calculation of a posteriori bit probabilities from a posteriori symbol
probabilities. This is a standard procedure in BICM, which
can be found in [31], for instance. Similarly, the message from
the bit interleaver π1 to d1k , corresponds to the calculation of
extrinsic symbol probabilities from extrinsic bit probabilities
at the decoder output [31].
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IC1

π1-1

CC1
Soft Decoder

π1
Channel
Estimator

7

is (re-)estimated, using the code-aided technique suitable for
time-varying MIMO interference channels, introduced in [35]
(see Section V). The n1 to relay and n2 to relay channels
are jointly estimated using this method, with a number of
Gaussian components fixed to one, in order to keep the
computational complexity of the benchmark method close to
the complexity of the proposed scheme. This procedure is
iterated until convergence is reached.

yk

π2

IC2

π2-1

IV. M ESSAGE PASSING A LGORITHM FOR J OINT
D ECODE - AND -F ORWARD IN THE H ETEROGENEOUS
S CENARIO
CC2
Soft Decoder

Fig. 6. Iterative serial interference cancellation (SIC) receiver for the PNC
system of Fig. 2: iterative channel estimation, interference cancellation (IC)
and decoding.

D. Decoding
The SPA applied to the upper box in Fig. 4, corresponding
to the convolutional code (CC1) constraints, consists of the
well-known BCJR algorithm [32]. Therefore we omit the
details here.

In this section, we derive a Bayesian inference algorithm to
obtain a joint decode-and-forward scheme at the relay node
in the heterogeneous scenario of Fig. 3.
The message schedule proceeds as follows on the factor
graph of Fig. 5. First, channel estimation, followed by demodulation and channel decoding are performed for the packet sent
by n1 to the relay node. These steps are obtained by applying
the SPA to the upper half of the graph (see Section IV-B),
with only minor modifications with respect to the message
update rules presented in Section III. Then, the SPA is applied
to the lower half of the graph (see Section IV-A), which
corresponds to joint channel estimation and decoding of the
packet sent by n2 to the relay node. This procedure is iterated
a number of times, until convergence is reached. For the
sake of completeness, the message initialization is detailed
in Section IV-C.

E. Initialization
During the first iteration, the messages μx2k →gk (x2k ) (corresponding to the n2 to relay MIMO channel distribution),
μd1k →gk (d1k ) (corresponding to the n1 symbol vector distribution) and μd2k →gk (d2k ) (corresponding to the n2 symbol vector
distribution) must be initialized. We use the prior probability
mass function (pmf) for μd1k →gk (d1k ) and μd2k →gk (d2k ) which
is the uniform pmf, since the information packets at the source
nodes have been assumed u.i.i.d. Similarly, we use the prior
probability distribution function (pdf) for μx2k →gk (x2k ), which
is the Gaussian
p(x2k ) = NC (x2k : 0mn , Imn ), ∀k
according to the MIMO channel model in (5).
F. Comparison with Existing Message-Passing Methods
For the homogeneous scenario of Fig. 2, two messagepassing algorithms have been published in the literature.
Firstly, the single-user bound, which corresponds to the
performance of message passing when only the source node
of interest communicates with the relay node and the other
source node is discarded, has been studied in [33].
Secondly, iterative serial interference cancellation (SIC) [?],
originally employed for code division multiple access
(CDMA) systems, can be easily adapted to our MIMO
multiple access relay channel problem. Therefore we use
iterative SIC as a benchmark to assess the performances of
the proposed algorithm. A complete description of the iterative
SIC receiver is given by Fig. 6. At each iteration, the channel

A. n2 Joint Channel Estimation and Decoding
We first calculate the message μgk →s2k ,x2k (s2k , x2k ), which is
instrumental for the derivation of the forward and backward
pass of the SPA for the tree-like subgraph at the bottom of
Fig. 5. Let us apply the sum product rule at the function node
gk , defined in (9)
μgk →s2k ,x2k (s2k , x2k )
=
d1k

μd1k →gk (d1k )





p yk |d1k , x1k , s2k , x2k μx1k →gk (x1k )dx1k .

Since the n1 channel estimation subgraphs in Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5 are identical, Eq. (16) is still valid. According to (3),
we obtain
μgk →s2k ,x2k (s2k , x2k )
∝
d1k

∝
d1k

μd1k →gk (d1k )





NC yk : H1k (d1k )x1k + H2k (s2k )x2k , R

× NC (x1k : x̂1k\k , P1k\k )dx1k

μd1k →gk (d1k )NC yk : H1k (d1k )x̂1k\k + H2k (s2k )x2k ,

H1k (d1k )P1k\k H1k (d1k )H + R ,
(18)

where the closed form expression of the integral in the last
expression has been demonstrated in [29] (p. 38). In order
to obtain a tractable expression, we collapse the obtained
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Gaussian mixture to a single Gaussian using the momentmatching of Section III-A. According to Appendix D, we
obtain


μgk →s2k ,x2k (s2k , x2k ) ∝ NC yk : H2k (s2k )x2k + b1k , S1k . (19)
⎧
1
⎪
⎨ Ĥk =

where

⎪
⎩

μd1k →gk (d1k )H1k (d1k )

d1k



S1k =
d1k

μd1k →gk (d1k ) H1k (d1k )P1k\k H1k (d1k )H +


H1k (d1k )

−

Ĥ1k



x̂1k\k x̂1k\k H



H1k (d1k )

−

Ĥ1k

H



+ R.
Remark 4.1: The n2 to relay joint channel estimation
and decoding needs an approximation of the likelihood
p(yk |s2k , x2k ), by averaging out the variables d1k , and x1k . We
obtain the Gaussian distribution (19) with mean H2k (s2k )x2k +
b1k , where b1k is a bias which accounts for the superimposed
n1 to relay transmission. The covariance matrix S1k accounts
for the presence of AWGN, residual interference from the
superimposed n1 to relay transmission and channel estimation
uncertainty.
1) Forward Pass: We seek a time update rule for the
message μs2k−1 ,x2k−1 →h2k (s2k−1 , x2k−1 ) of the form
μs2k−1 ,x2k−1 →h2k (s2k−1 , x2k−1 ) ∝ αk−1|k−1 (s2k−1 )

× NC (x2k−1 : x̂2k−1|k−1 (s2k−1 ), P2k−1|k−1 (s2k−1 )),
(20)

where αk−1|k−1 (s2k−1 ) is the belief of the STTC state s2k−1
and NC (x2k−1 : x̂2k−1|k−1 (s2k−1 ), P2k−1|k−1 (s2k−1 )) is the
belief of the MIMO channel vector x2k−1 , conditional on the
value of s2k−1 .
Applying the sum-product rule to the local function h2k ,
defined in (9), we obtain
μh2k →s2k ,x2k (s2k , x2k ) ∝

×

p(s2k |s2k−1 )
s2k−1

p(x2k |x2k−1 )μs2k−1 ,x2k−1 →h2k (s2k−1 , x2k−1 )dx2k−1

Using (5) and (20) this expression becomes
μh2 →s2 ,x2 (s2k , x2k ) ∝
k

k

k

p(s2k |s2k−1 )αk−1|k−1 (s2k−1 )
s2
k−1



×



NC x2k : F2 x2k−1 , Q2


× NC x2k−1 : x̂2k−1|k−1 (s2k−1 ), P2k−1|k−1 (s2k−1 ) dx2k−1 .

The integral appearing in the previous equation is the wellknown prediction step of Kalman filtering [36], therefore
μh2k →s2k ,x2k (s2k , x2k ) ∝
× NC



p(s2k |s2k−1 )αk−1|k−1 (s2k−1 )
s2k−1

x̂2k|k−1 (s2k−1 ) =F2 x̂2k−1|k−1 (s2k−1 )
P2k|k−1 (s2k−1 ) =F2 P2k−1|k−1 (s2k−1 )F2

H

+ Q2 .

In order to avoid an exponential complexity increase with time,
we collapse the Gaussian mixture (21) to a single Gaussian
of the form (see Section III-A)
μh2k →s2k ,x2k (s2k , x2k ) ∝ αk|k−1 (s2k )

 (22)
× NC x2k : x̂2k|k−1 (s2k ), P2k|k−1 (s2k ) ,

b1k = Ĥ1k x̂1k\k .

and

where



x2k : x̂2k|k−1 (s2k−1 ), P2k|k−1 (s2k−1 ) ,
(21)

where
the predicted belief of s2k is given by αk|k−1 (s2k ) =

2 2
2
s2k−1 p(sk |sk−1 )αk−1|k−1 (sk−1 ) and
⎧ 2
x̂k|k−1 (s2k )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
p(s2k |s2k−1 )αk−1|k−1 (s2k−1 ) 2
⎪
⎪
x̂k|k−1 (s2k−1 )
=
⎪
2)
⎪
α
(s
⎪
k|k−1 k
⎪
s2k−1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
P2k|k−1 (s2k )
⎪
⎪

⎨
p(s2k |s2k−1 )αk−1|k−1 (s2k−1 ) 2
=
Pk|k−1 (s2k−1 )
⎪
⎪
αk|k−1 (s2k )
⎪
2
⎪
sk−1
⎪
⎪
⎪


⎪
⎪
⎪
+ x̂2k|k−1 (s2k−1 ) − x̂2k|k−1 (s2k )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎪
⎪
H

⎪
⎪
2
2
2
2
⎪
.
× x̂k|k−1 (sk−1 ) − x̂k|k−1 (sk )
⎪
⎩
Now, applying the sum-product rule at the variable node
(s2k , x2k ), we get
μs2k ,x2k →h2k+1 (s2k , x2k ) ∝ μh2k →s2k ,x2k (s2k , x2k )μgk →s2k ,x2k (s2k , x2k ).
Injecting (19) and (22) into this expression, we obtain a
product of Gaussians corresponding to the correction step of
the well-known Kalman filter [36], which can be rewritten as
μs2k ,x2k →h2k+1 (s2k , x2k ) ∝ αk|k (s2k )NC (x2k : x̂2k|k (s2k ), P2k|k (s2k )),
(23)
where
⎧
K2k (s2k ) =P2k|k−1 (s2k )H2k (s2k )H
⎪
⎪
⎪
−1

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
× H2k (s2k )P2k|k−1 (s2k )H2k (s2k )H + S1k
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
x̂2k|k (s2k ) =x̂2k|k−1 (s2k )
⎪
⎪
⎪


⎪
⎨
+ K2k (s2k ) yk − H2k (s2k )x̂2k|k−1 (s2k ) − b1k

⎪
P2k|k (s2k ) =P2k|k−1 (s2k ) − K2k (s2k )H2k (s2k )P2k|k−1 (s2k )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ αk|k (s2k ) =αk|k−1 (s2k )
⎪
⎪

⎪
⎪
2 2
2
2
1
⎪
⎪
×
N
C yk : Hk (sk )x̂k|k−1 (sk ) + bk ,
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎪
⎪
⎩
H2k (s2k )P2k|k−1 (s2k )H2k (s2k )H + S1k .

2) Backward Pass: In the same way, the update rule for
the backward messages parameterized by
μh2k+1 →s2k ,x2k (s2k , x2k )



∝ βk|k+1:K (s2k )NC x2k : x̂2k|k+1:K (s2k ), P2k|k+1:K (s2k ) ,
(24)

and
μs2k ,x2k →h2k (s2k , x2k )

∝ βk|k:K (s2k )NC (x2k : x̂2k|k:K (s2k ), P2k|k:K (s2k )),

(25)
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are obtained using a time-reversed application of the operations of the forward pass. The details are therefore omitted.
3) Message Sent Back to gk : Applying the sum-product
rule to the variable node (s2k , x2k ),
μs2k ,x2k →gk (s2k , x2k ) ∝ μh2k →s2k ,x2k (s2k , x2k )μh2k+1 →s2k ,x2k (s2k , x2k )
Injecting (22) and (24) into the previous expression, we obtain
μs2k ,x2k →gk (s2k , x2k ) ∝ σk\k (s2k )NC (x2k : x̂2k\k (s2k ), P2k\k (s2k )),
(26)
where
⎧ 2
Pk\k (s2k ) = P2k|k+1:K (s2k )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

−1
⎪
⎪
⎪
× P2k|k−1 (s2k ) + P2k|k+1:K (s2k )
P2k|k−1 (s2k )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎪
−1
⎪
⎪
x̂2k\k (s2k ) = P2k\k (s2k ) P2k|k−1 (s2k ) x̂2k|k−1 (s2k )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎪
⎪
2
2 −1 2
2
⎪
+
P
(s
)
x̂
(s
)
⎪
k
k
k|k+1:K
k|k+1:K
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ σk\k (s2 ) = αk|k−1 (s2 )βk|k+1:K (s2 )
k

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

k



π nm

B. n1 Channel Estimation and Demodulation and Decoding
The n1 channel estimation subgraphs in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5
are identical. Therefore, the n1 channel estimation in the
heterogeneous scenario is the procedure already described in
Section III-B, except that μgk →x1k (x1k ) must be recalculated.
Let us first apply the sum-product rule at the function node
gk . We obtain


×

s2k

μd1k →gk (d1k )



p yk |d1k , x1k , s2k , x2k μs2k ,x2k →gk (s2k , x2k )dx2k .

According to (3) and (26), this expression becomes
μgk →x1k (x1k )

∝
d1k



×

s2k

μd1k →gk (d1k )σk\k (s2k )



NC yk : H1k (d1k )x1k + H2k (s2k )x2k , R
× NC (x2k : x̂2k\k (s2k ), P2k\k (s2k ))dx2k

∝
d1k

s2k

⎪
⎪
b2 =
⎪
⎩ k
and
S2k =
d1k



μd1k →gk (d1k )σk\k (s2k )


× NC yk : H1k (d1k )x1k + H2k (s2k )x̂2k\k (s2k ),

H2k (s2k )P2k\k H2k (s2k )H + R .
(27)
where the closed form expression of the integral in the last
expression has been demonstrated in [29] (p. 38). In order

d1k

μd1k →gk (d1k )H1k (d1k )
σk\k (s2k )H2k (s2k )x̂2k\k (s2k ).

s2k


H

μd1k →gk (d1k ) H1k (d1k ) − Ĥ1k H1k (d1k ) − Ĥ1k

σk\k (s2k ) H2k (s2k )P2k\k (s2k )H2k (s2k )H +

+

1

The demonstration proceeds from a straightforward application of the formula in Appendix A.

d1k

⎧
⎪
Ĥ1k =
⎪
⎪
⎨

where

s2k

H2k (s2k )x̂2k\k (s2k ) − b2k


H 
H2k (s2k )x̂2k\k (s2k ) − b2k

+ R.

P2k|k−1 (s2k )


× (x̂2k|k−1 (s2k ) − x̂2k|k+1:K (s2k )) .

μgk →x1k (x1k ) ∝

to obtain a tractable expression, we collapse the obtained
Gaussian mixture to a single Gaussian using the momentmatching method of Section III-A. We obtain


(28)
μgk →x1k (x1k ) ∝ NC yk : Ĥ1k x1k + b2k , S2k .

k


det
+ P2k|k+1:K (s2k )

× exp − (x̂2k|k−1 (s2k ) − x̂2k|k+1:K (s2k ))H

−1
× P2k|k−1 (s2k ) + P2k|k+1:K (s2k )
×

9

The proof is omitted, since it follows exactly the same steps
as in Appendix B.
Remark 4.2: The n1 to relay channel estimation needs
an approximation of the likelihood p(yk |x1k ), by averaging
out the variables d1k , s2k and x2k . We obtain the Gaussian
distribution (28) with mean Ĥ1k x1k + b2k , where Ĥ1k is the
observation matrix averaged over the modulated vectors d1k
and b2k is a bias which accounts for the superimposed n2
to relay transmission. The covariance matrix S2k accounts
for the presence of AWGN, residual interference from the
superimposed n2 to relay transmission and channel estimation
uncertainty.
The demodulation of the symbol vectors sent by n1 also
needs to be modified. Applying the sum-product rule at the
function node gk ,
μgk →d1 (d1k )
k 


=
p yk |d1k , x1k , s2k , x2k
s2
k

× μx1 →gk (x1k )μs2 ,x2 →gk (s2k , x2k )dx1k dx2k
k

k

k

σk\k (s2k )

=
s2
k


× NC yk : H1k (d1k )x̂1k\k + H2k (s2k )x̂2k\k (s2k ),


H1k (d1k )P1k\k H1k (d1k )H + H2k (s2k )P2k\k (s2k )H2k (s2k )H + R .
(29)

The demonstration is similar to Appendix C.
Finally, the channel decoding method is unchanged with
respect to that of Section III-D.
C. Initialization
During the first iteration, the messages μs2k ,x2k →gk (s2k , x2k )
(corresponding to the joint STTC state and MIMO channel
distribution for n2 ) and μd1k →gk (d1k ) (corresponding to the
n1 symbol vector distribution) must be initialized. We use
the prior pmf for μd1k →gk (d1k ) which is the uniform pmf,

10
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since the information packets at the source node n1 have
been assumed u.i.i.d. Similarly for μs2k ,x2k →gk (s2k , x2k ), we use
the prior mixed discrete-continuous distribution p(s2k )p(x2k ),
where p(s2k ) is the uniform pmf over the STTC states and
p(x2k ) = NC (x2k : 0mn , Imn ), ∀k

0

−3

10

−4

A. Homogeneous Scenario
In the homogeneous scenario, n1 and n2 use BICM. The
convolutional codes CC1 and CC2 are identical and chosen as
the rate-1/2 recursive systematic convolutional code (RSC)
with polynomials (1, 5/7) in octal representation. However
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Fig. 9. BER for the packets sent by n1 after 3 iterations: G = 0 dB,
1 T = f 2 T = 0.005 and K = 100.
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The following simulation parameters are used for all the
scenarios (homogeneous and heterogenerous) and all the relay
node processing algorithms (proposed method, iterative SIC
and single-user bound). The source nodes are equipped with
n = 2 transmit antennas and the relay node with m = 2
receive antennas. The source nodes employ the data format
of Fig. 1 and binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation.
The pilot insertion rate (PIR) is fixed to 1 : 10, so due to the
insertion of an additional zero symbol after each pilot symbol,
20 percent of the data rate is lost as a consequence of pilot
insertion.
Unless otherwise specified, we assume perfect timing synchronization and perfect power control, i.e. G = 0 dB, at the
relay node. For simplicity, we also assume that the n1 -to-relay
and n2 -to-relay MIMO channels have identical normalized
1
2
T = fm
T . This situation corresponds
fading rates, i.e. fm
for instance to n1 and n2 being fixed and r moving at a
given constant maximal velocity. Moreover, the normalized
fading rates are known to the relay node. The time-varying
Rayleigh fading MIMO channels are simulated with Jakes
Doppler spectrum using the method described in [37]. At the
relay side, the MIMO channels are modeled as simple AR(1)
processes, introduced in Section II-B.
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Fig. 10. BER for the packets sent by n1 after 3 iterations: G = 0 dB,
1 T = f 2 T = 0.005 and K = 1000.
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π1 and π2 are different interleavers picked at random. The
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B. Heterogeneous Scenario
In the heterogeneous scenario, user node n1 uses the same
BICM scheme as in the homogeneous scenario. User node
n2 uses the algebraic full-diversity STTC for BPSK modulation with encoding polynomials (1, 5/7) in octal representation [19]. We apply the proposed message passing receiver
described in Section IV and a genie-aided receiver with perfect
CSI (obtained by removing the variable nodes corresponding
to MIMO channel gains in the factor graph of Fig. 5, and
applying message passing, assuming that all channel gains
are perfectly known to the relay). The BER results for the
packets sent by n1 (resp. n2 ) are shown in Fig. 11 (resp.
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10−3 and K = 1000. Solid curve: proposed method with perfect CSI after 3
iterations - Dashed curve: single-user bound with unknown two-way MIMO
channel after 3 iterations - Dashed dotted curves: proposed method with
unknown two-way MIMO channel for the 3 first iterations.
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proposed message passing receiver (see Section III), iterative SIC (see Section III-F) and the single user bound
(see Section III-F) perform three iterations. No performance
improvements were observed by further increasing the number
of iterations. We obtain the proposed message passing receiver,
with perfect channel state information (CSI) by removing
the variable nodes corresponding to MIMO channel gains in
the factor graph of Fig. 4, and applying message passing,
assuming that all channel gains are perfectly known to the
relay.
Fig. 7 (resp. Fig. 8) show the bit-error rate (BER) performances for the packets sent by n1 , for a block length of
K = 100 (resp. K = 1000) at a normalized fading rate of
10−3 . These curves allow us to study the influence of the
interleaver length, which is proportional to the block length
K.
First, we observe that for a given signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), the BER is much lower for K = 1000 than for
K = 100, which can be explained by additional temporal
diversity gains obtained for long interleavers. Moreover, the
proposed method reaches performances close to the singleuser bound, regardless of the SNR, when K = 1000. However,
the proposed method is between 1 and 2 dB less power
efficient than the single-user bound, when K = 100. This
reveals that the proposed receiver solves the multiple access
problem in a very efficient way, provided that the interleaver is
long enough. This phenomenon can be interpreted by the fact
that the SPA works well only if short cycle events are avoided
in the factor graph of Fig. 4 [23], i.e. when long interleavers
are used.
At high SNR, iterative SIC, due to the presence of residual
interference from user node n2 , performs worse than the
proposed method. Similar BER curves (although not shown)
were obtained for the packets sent by n2 .
In order to study the robustness of the channel estimation,
we choose a two-way relay channel with faster time-variations,
while keeping the same amount of pilot overhead. Fig. 9 (resp.
Fig. 10) show the BER performances for the packets sent
by n1 , for a block length of K = 100 (resp. K = 1000)
at a normalized fading rate of 0.005. The proposed method
reaches an error floor for K = 100, which disappears for
K = 1000. However, the error floor of iterative SIC does
not disappear for large block lengths, due to residual multiple
access interference. Similar BER curves were also obtained
for the packets sent by n2 .
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Fig. 12. BER for the packets sent by n2 : G = −3 dB, fm
m
10−3 and K = 1000. Solid curve: proposed method with perfect CSI after 3
iterations - Dashed dotted curves: proposed method with unknown two-way
MIMO channel for the 3 first iterations.

Fig. 12), for a block length of K = 1000, a normalized
fading rate of 10−3 and a relative path-loss gain of G = −3
dB. Satisfactory results are obtained after 3 iterations and no
further improvements could be observed by augmenting the
number of iterations.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, physical layer network coding using the
joint decode-and-forward scheme, was considered. Recovering
the messages sent by both source nodes during the first
phase is a challenging multiple access problem, especially in
the presence of an unknown time-varying MIMO two-way
relay channel. Based on a factor graph representation of the
problem at hand, a soft-output message passing solution to
the problem of joint channel estimation and decoding at the
relay node was introduced. The key feature of the proposed
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approach is the approximation of Gaussian mixture messages
by single-Gaussian messages, using moment-matching. This
keeps the computational complexity at an acceptable level,
while preserving excellent performances.
It is shown through numerical simulations that the proposed
receiver significantly outperforms the conventional iterative
serial interference canceller, with a reasonable amount of pilot
symbols. Moreover, as long as the interleaver is long enough,
the performances of the proposed algorithm stay close to the
single user bound.
Future extensions of this work include the consideration
of additional channel impairments, such as phase noise and
frequency offsets, and the introduction of more powerful
coding schemes, such as graph-based codes.

A PPENDIX A

mk (x1k ) can also be written as
mk (x1k )
μd1k →gk (d1k )μd2k →gk (d2k )H1k (d1k )x1k

=
d1k

d2k

+
d1k

⎛
=⎝

d1

d2k

⎞⎛

⎞

μd1k →gk (d1k )H1k (d1k )x1k ⎠ ⎝

μd2k →gk (d2k )⎠

⎞k⎛

+⎝

μd2k →gk (d2k )H2k (d2k )x̂2k\k ⎠ ⎝

1
π l det(P1 + P2 )


−1
× exp −(x1 − x2 )H [P1 + P2 ] (x1 − x2 ) .

mk (x1k ) = Ĥ1k x1k + Ĥ2k x̂2k\k .
Injecting this result in the expression of the covariance matrix
Sk (x1k ), and using the distributivity of multiplication over
addition we obtain
Sk (x1k )
d1k

A PPENDIX B
G AUSSIAN M IXTURE R EDUCTION F ORMULA (14)

=
d1k

d2k

d2k

d1k

d2k





H1k (d1k ) − Ĥ1k x1k + H2k (d2k ) − Ĥ2k x̂2k\k


H


× H1k (d1k ) − Ĥ1k x1k + H2k (d2k ) − Ĥ2k x̂2k\k



+
d2k

μd2k →gk (d2k )H2k (d2k )P2k\k H2k (d2k )H

+R
The cross terms of the double summation are equal to zero,
due to the independence of d1k and d2k . Therefore, we obtain
the following simplification
Sk (x1k )

μd1k →gk (d1k )μd2k →gk (d2k )


× H1k (d1k )x1k + H2k (d2k )x̂2k\k

Sk (x1k )
=

μd1k →gk (d1k )μd2k →gk (d2k )

=
×

mk (x1k )

d1k

μd1k →gk (d1k )⎠ .

the messages are properly
normalized, i.e.

2
μd1k →gk (d1k ) = 1 and
d2k μd2k →gk (dk ) = 1, the
desired result follows, that is

×

We
of the Gaussian density

 first derive the parameters
NC yk : mk (x1k ), Sk (x1k ) , having the same mean and covariance as the Gaussian mixture (13).
According to the moment-matching method of Section III-A, we have

⎞

d1k

The following equality holds for a vector x of size l
NC (x : x1 , P1 ) × NC (x : x2 , P2 )



−1
−1
=NC x : P2 [P1 + P2 ] P1 P−1
1 x1 + P2 x2 ,

−1
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Using the distributivity of multiplication over addition,
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x̂2k\k x̂2k\k H



H2k (d2k )

−

Ĥ2k

H



+ R.

We average out x1k , whose prior density is
p(x1k ) = NC (x1k : 0mn , Imn ), ∀k
according to the MIMO channel model in (5). So the final
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expression of the covariance matrix becomes

A PPENDIX D
G AUSSIAN M IXTURE R EDUCTION F ORMULA (19)

S2k


=E Sk (x1k )

= Sk (x1k )p(x1k )dx1k


=
μd1 →gk (d1k ) H1k (d1k ) − Ĥ1k

We
of the Gaussian density
 derive the parameters

NC yk : mk (s2k , x2k ), S1k , having the same mean and covariance as the Gaussian mixture (18).
According to the moment-matching method of Section III-A, we have
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which is the desired result since

H
x1k x1k NC (x1k : 0mn , Imn )dx1k = Imn .

If


A PPENDIX C
D EMODULATION F ORMULA (17)

μgk →d1k (d1k )
μd2k →gk (d2k )
 

×



p yk |d1k , x1k , d2k , x2k μx2k →gk (x2k )dx2k
× μx1k →gk (x1k )dx1k .

The inner integral already appeared in (13), so we have
μgk →d1k (d1k )
=
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μd2k →gk (d2k )


×


NC yk : H1k (d1k )x1k + H2k (d2k )x̂2k\k ,
H2k (d2k )P2k\k H2k (d2k )H + R



× μx1k →gk (x1k )dx1k .
Now injecting (16) in the previous result, we obtain
μgk →d1 (d1k )
k

=
d2
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μd2 →gk (d2k )

×

k



μd1 →gk (d1k )
k



d1k

the messages are properly normalized,
μd1k →gk (d1k ) = 1, the desired result is obtained.

i.e.
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